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Investigation of machining forces during constant velocity drilling in SACE
(Spark Assisted Chemical Engraving) Technology
Nandkishor Dhawale
.Spark /assisted Chemical .Engraving (SACE) is a non conventional technology used for
micro machining and drilling in non-conductive materials like glass, quartz and ceramics.
The drilling can be done by penetrating the tool in work-piece. The penetrating strategies
could be gravity feed drilling, constant velocity drilling and feedback based drilling. To
optimize the material removal rate, without damaging the drill-hole quality, all of these
strategies are investigated for practical applications, out of which gravity feed is found
well characterized by now.
Investigation and characterization of constant velocity drilling, still remains one of the
underdeveloped areas in SACÊ. It is certainly presumed that investigation on forces
acting at the tool-work piece contact point can be a potential tool in characterizing a
constant velocity drilling process for SACE. It is also understood that studying such
forces exerted on the tool during constant velocity drilling, can help in identifying and
implementing the finest feedback control strategies for SACE drilling technology.
This thesis report presents the outcome on investigated real-time forces, acting at the
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Introduction and literature review
Introduction
This master's thesis takes place in the scope of research on development of a real-time
force measurement setup and investigation's of machining forces during SACE (Spark
Assisted Chemical Engraving) constant feed drilling, an unconventional machining
technology.
Spark Assisted Chemical Engraving (SACE) is a promising technology for micro-
machining several types ofmaterials like glass quartz, polymers and some ceramics [1-5].
The foundation for SACE emerges from electrical chemical discharges, first developed by
Kurafuji and Suda [10].
Using SACE machining, it is possible to drill holes with a diameter in the order of 1 00
µ?? to 1 mm diameter. The two most familiar drilling strategies are constant feed and
gravity feed [5]. Constant feed involves pushing the tool-electrode into the work piece at
a constant velocity, while gravity involves penetrating the tool into the work piece with a
constant force. In both cases the voltage between the two electrodes is kept constant.
These are both open loop strategies, and usually, it is not always possible to generate
reproducible results by using SACE in open loop. Thus implementing a well designed
closed loop controller for the process could fix this issue. An important step toward
designing a controller is to model the dynamics of the SACE machining system [43].
To the author's best knowledge, before the work presented in this report, very few closed
loop controllers, has been attempted on SACE. One known attempt was to reduce the
1
variability in drilling, for gravity feed. In [39] for the first time, a proportional feedback
controller was applied, on SACE. A decrease in the standard deviation in the depth
evolution of the process was reported. Such a lessening in the standard deviation of the
depth evolution is essential because the variability of the quality and the variability of the
depth evolution are linked [40]. The strong results obtained with a proportional controller
indicate more study is desirable. To enhance such studies, characterization of the
fundamentals involved in SACE drilling technologies can be an essential step.







Figure 1.1- General SACE Setup. Figure 1.2 - Current-Voltage characteristic [4IJ.
Figure 1.1 shows the general set up of a SACE drilling apparatus [5]. The process takes
place in an electrochemical cell with two electrodes in an electrolyte (figure 1.1). The
electrolyte solution is typically sodium hydroxide (30 % wt.) or potassium hydroxide (30
% wt.). In general the cathode is used as tool-electrode and the anode as counter-
electrode. The surface ratio (counter electrode/tool-electrode) has to be high enough so
the electro chemical discharges can take place.
When the applied voltage is higher than a critical value (typically around 30V, depending
on the electrolyte and the tool -electrode geometry) bubbles develop so dense on the
electrode surface that they coalesce into a gas film [6]. This voltage, written Ucnt (figure







Figure 1.3- Detailed current-voltage characteristic [4I].
Electrical discharges occur between the electrode and the electrolyte. The discharges are
what cause the glass sample to be machined. Currently, the machining mechanism is
believed to be a combination of local melting and chemical etching [7]. Machining starts
if the electrode is placed close enough, in general not greater that 25 µ?? for glass, above
the work-piece [7]. The heat produced by the discharges locally melts the work sample
[7]. Chemical effects also do probably take place. The process can be put into practice on
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a table top machine [7] and does not need any expensive clean room environment or
facilities.
1.2 The machined material
Since the machining takes place in a chemical environment, it is interesting to learn
further about the work pieces material in order for a better understanding about the
outcome of machining. Work-pieces used in this study are standard microscope slides
produced by "Menzel Glaser", (softening littleton point 7200C) whose approximate

























Table LI- Chemical composition ofsample (according to the manufacturer Menzel Glaser).
When immersed in alkaline solutions, glass is susceptible to chemical modifications.
Such modifications manifest a change of the surface composition [P]. These changes
depend on the glass material itself and the nature of the alkaline solution. The mechanism
which is associated with above mentioned paragraph is called etching, in which the
alkaline solution attacks the glass, where it is hydrated and totally dissolved by breaking
















Figure 1.5- Etching ofglass [35].
The reaction is
OH" + = Si-0-Si = ^ = SiO" + = SiOH (1.1)
The reaction with NaOH can be written as follows:
2xNaOH + XSiO2 -» xNa2 SiO3 + xH20 (1 .2)
The chemical attack rate varies essentially with the temperature and the pH of the
solution.
1.3 Micro-machining with SACE
Machining with SACE is a multifaceted process influenced by several parameters most of
them not independent [28]. Several experimentations have been reported in order to
understand the process and showed that it depends on chemical, mechanical and electrical
parameters. Influence of several parameters, like electrolyte properties, applied voltage
and others was reported in [3]. The material removal rate increases with the applied
voltage [11, 12] and electrolyte temperature [3, 12, 13].
Figure 1.6 and 1.7 show prototype devices built, using simple glass slides. These glass
slides are 2D machined using SACE technology. [38]
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Figure 1.6- Micro-reactor to be used as a cultivation
chamber for biosensor cell, machined by SACE
glass[38].
1.4 Micro-hole drilling with SACE.
Figure 1 .7-Micro-rectorfor chemical applications can be
machined by SACE in diffusion mimicked [38].
So far mainly two drilling strategies (gravity feed and constant velocity feed) are used for
SACE. Both of these strategies are investigated in more details for useful applications.
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Figure 1.8- Evolutionfor gravityfeed drilling [40].
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Details on characterizations for gravity feed strategies can be found in [16-19]. It was
found that gravity-feed drilling is characterized by two regimes (figure 1 .9). During the
discharge regime, in the first 100-200 microns, the drilling is fast (up to 100 µ?t/s) and
controlled by the number of discharges (applied voltage). For higher depth, in the
hydrodynamic region, drilling becomes slower (typically around 1 to 1.5 µ?t/s) and is
nearly independent of applied voltage.
N«ÖK












SO 100 150 200 250
Micro-hole depth [µ?t]
300
Figure JJO- Drilling time in SACE glass gravity-feed drillingfor a 0.4mm cylindrical S.S tool-cathode in 30 % wt.
NaOH [36].
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In the hydrodynamic regime, the machining rate is probably controlled by the ability of
the electrolyte to reach the tool-electrode tip and the ability of removing the melted
material.
Drilling time in gravity-feed machining is mainly determined by the drilling depth of the
hole and the machining voltage as shown in figure 1.10 (0.4mm cylindrical stainless steel
tool-cathode in 30%wt NaOH [18, 19]). Typical drilling times for glass are a few
seconds for micro-holes of about 200-300 µt?. For deeper holes, the machining switches
to the hydro-dynamic regime and drilling times increases significantly.
1.4.2 Example of samples
Figure 1.11 and 1.12 shows an illustration of micro holes drilled in glass using gravity
feed [35]. The quality of gravity-feed drilling has been characterized [18]. It shows that
four different kinds of holes can be distinguished depending on the applied voltage and














Figure J.I J- Micro holes drilled in glass [35]. Figure 1. 12- 4 different qualities ofdrilled holes [35].
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The best quality of hole is found mostly at lower voltages giving a drawback of low
material removal rate.
1.4.3 Mechanism
Figure 1.13, show, heat generated by electrochemical discharges, increases locally the
temperature of the glass up to typically rm=550° C, lowering its viscosity. Chemical
etching by OH radicals removes the melted material [ 1 ]
Gas film Electrolyte
Work piece
evacuation ofxNaSiÖs + xH20 J« the
electrolyte
ZxNaOH ^ XSiO2 ~* xNaS¡Os + xH20
MoIfCT NaOH and Glass
Figure I. J3- Temperature distribution and machining mechanism [36].
1.5 Constant feed drilling
From the literature review it is clear that so far no systematic work has been done in
characterizing constant velocity drilling for SACE. Constant velocity differs to gravity
feed by avoiding any mechanical contact between tool-electrode and work-piece [36].
Using this strategy the problem of electrode bending can be avoided, however it can be
hard to control the gap between the same, resulting to inability for online monitoring of
9
the drilling progress. Constant feed drilling is advantageous towards having control on
the tool-electrode motion, giving the capability to drill much complex shapes than simple
cylindrical holes. [36]
The tool feed rate is the key parameter to be selected earlier, depending on the material
removal rate of the process to avoid any heat affected zones around the micro-hole or
breaking of tool and work-piece [36]. So far only few studies on optimal feed rate were
conducted. Depending on the tool diameter the typical values are reported to be around 5-
15 µ?t/s [7]. These values can be slightly higher than the limiting speed reached in the
hydrodynamic regime during gravity feed drilling. ¦ . '
As in gravity feed drilling, the mean drill-hole diameter increases with drilling depth [7].
It is found that high enough depths are succeeded with maximal drill-hole diameter. This
can be associated with lack of electrolyte reaching the machining zone, consequently
shifting the discharge activity to the upper part of tool-electrode resulting to enlargement
of drill hole at the entrance.
urce
Figure 1.14- Assumption ofthe behavior ofmachiningforce [35]. Figure 1.15- Tool as heat source model [35].




Based on the understandings obtained from gravity feed drilling, the behavior of constant
velocity drilling can be presumed. Figure 1.14 shows a typical guess on, machining
forces acting on the tool in function of the drilling depth.
The tool (figure 1.15 and 1.12) is assumed to be a heat source, of generating a heat due to
electrochemical discharges. The temperature is estimated to be 5500C. At this high
temperature the work piece could be melted in vicinity area around the tool due to heat,
the viscosity of molten work-piece-electrolyte at this temperature is expected to be
around a typical value of ? = 1.4 x 108 Pa. s [35]. The force acting on the tool is
assumed to be the viscous forces acting in the molten zone. The forces are in function öf
the drilling depth and are expected to be low during the discharge regime and to grow
until a limiting value in the hydrodynamic regime. The reason for such behavior is
assumed to be due to the electrolyte's inability to reach the machining zone, (see figure
1.12) during the drilling at high depths.
Using the same setup of gravity feed drilling, constant velocity drilling strategy can be
implemented, by changing the motion stage software and adding a separate digitally
realized, real-time position feed-back controller.
1.6 Feedback systems
Feedback is used to control machines. Feedback is both a mechanism process and signal
that is looped back to a control system within itself. This loop is called a feedback loop.
A control system usually has a input and output to the system, when the output of the
system is fed back into the system as part of its input it is called the feedback [34].
Feedback and regulation are self related. The negative feedback helps to maintain
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stability in a system in spite of external changes. It is related to homeostasis. Positive
feedback amplifies possibilities of divergence (evolution change of goals). It is the
condition to change, evolution, growth; it gives the system the ability to access new
points of equilibrium.
The most common general-purpose controller using a control-loop feedback mechanism
is a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller. A PID controller is a simple three-
term controller.
The letters P, I and D stand for:
• P- Proportional


















Figure 1.16- Generalfeedback control scheme [44].
Each term of the PID controller copes with time. The proportional term handles the
present state of the system, the integral term handles its past, and the derivative or slope
term tries to predict and handle the future
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The transfer function of the most basic form of PID controller is given as
Cs=Kr+^^KDS=K^K/"" (1.3)
Where, KP = proportional gain, K1 = integral gain and KD = derivative gain
All are most interested in four major characteristics of the closed-loop step response,
which are.
1 . Rise Time: the time it takes for the plant output y to rise beyond 90% of the desired
level for the first time.
2. Overshoot: how much the peak level is higher than the steady state, normalized
against the steady state.
3. Settling Time: the time it takes for the system to converge to its steady state.
Response Rise Time Overshoot Settling Time S-S Error
___________. i [S]
Kp Decrease Increase NT Decrease
Ki Decrease Increase Increase Eliminate
KD NT Decrease Decrease NT
Table 1.2- Closed loop system response affected by change in PID parameters [34].
* NT stands for no definite trend or minor change.
4. Steady-state Error: the difference between the steady-state output and the desired
output.
The change in each of the controller parameters Kp, K¡ and Kd can be summarized as in
tablel.2
1.7 Why force measurement can help to develop constant velocity feedback
strategies?
Figure 1.18 shows the interacting parameters in a typical SACE drilling technology
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Figure ¡.¡!-Interactions between different parameters in SACE drilling [3].
parameters. Keeping in mind, to have quality of hole as controlled parameter, then study
on the parameters governing the quality of hole might be essential. The effects of most of
the top parameters were systematically studied until now and good understanding is
available, keeping the tool-electrode motion as one interesting parameter. Few
experiments, investigating the effects of tool vibration and tool rotation, conclude that the
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flow of the electrolyte inside holes during drilling can be promoted by appropriate tool-
vibration and rotation [14].
Use of force-feedback control for SACE could be an interesting possibility, a systematic
study on the machining forces during constant velocity drilling, could be a better step
towards characterization of constant velocity drilling process, and implementing the force
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Figure 1.18-Forces acting on the workpiece. Figure 1.19-Forces acting on the work piece (simplified) [35].
Figure 1.18 and 1.19 show the general SACE drilling setup, forces like viscous damping
and tool/work-piece bending are assumed to be present during the drilling process.
To measure the force acting on the tool electrode during drilling or machining process
can be possible [14]. By using the measured force signal, starting with simple feedback
based drilling strategies to wide complex, model based controller can be developed in
future. The knowledge gained from the characterization of the force acting on the tool
during constant velocity drilling process could be integrated in developing feedback
based drilling methods. Such strategies are expected to improve the quality of hole while
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keeping high material removal rate in SACE drilling. As example, knowing the behavior
of forces as a fonction of drilling depths could be used to develop variable speed drilling
processes. Investigations on behavior and trends of the various drilling parameters might
help in developing a model based controller to speed up the drilling process.
1.8 Thesis objective and overview
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the force exerted on the tool during a
constant velocity drilling process for SACE technology.
To achieve this objective, the remaining of the thesis is divided as follows:
• Development and implementation of the force measurement setup, its
characterization and its functional validation.
• Development of a model for the force exerted on the tool, during constant velocity
drilling.
• Analysis of the experimental data and the results obtained.
1.8.1 Originality of work
The originality ofwork is defined, based on literature reviews. It is found that less efforts
or mostly no work has been done towards the following approach on SACE.
Successfully implementing of a real-time force measurement setup for SACE drilling
technology, model of the force exerted on the tool during constant velocity SACE drilling
and experimental investigations on the forces acting on the tool during constant velocity
drilling using SACE technology.
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1.8.2 Contribution to the field of SACE
The principal contributions of this thesis work are
• Development of a successful real-time force measurement setup.
• Model of the force exerted on the tool during constant velocity drilling.
• New findings on early force detection and its probable reasons.




Development and implementation of a real time force
measurement system for SACE technology
2.1 Chapter overview
This chapter highlights the details on the available laboratory SACE machining setup,
including the assembly parts and modeling of force exerted on machine head assembly
followed by the techniques used in developing the real-time force measurement sensor.
Summary on the parameters of the position control setup will be presented at the end.













Container ë Workpiece or Anode (+)
Figure 2.1- Drawing ofthe "SACE" Machining Setup.
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As discussed previously, a real-time force measurement system can be used to develop
feedback controlled drilling strategies. Knowing the future benefits, a real-time force
measurement system is constructed using the available machining head assembly (figure
2.1). The desired tool-head position is controlled using a voice-coil actuator. The position
is read using an optical sensor, and compared with the desired position. This error signal
is fed to a PID controller.
Thus a zero displacement force measurement principle (figure 2.2), is implemented using
a setup consisting of the pre-made machine head assembly, a pre-mounted optical
position sensor & signal conditioning, a pre-mounted voice coil actuator, a V/I converter
unit, a box for I/O connections, a computer system including a DAQ card its drivers and a
real-time OS kernel called RTWT package from Matlab/Simulink. The PID control




Figure 2.2 -Zerofor displacement [35]. Figure 2.3- Forces acting on the tool during the machining [35].
The machine head assembly consists of position measurement sensor and signal
conditioner circuitry as mounted (figure 2.1), which acts in a linear range of about 700
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microns and gives an appropriate position value with a resolution better than 1 microns.
The position sensor value is fed to an analog input channel of the DAQ card (12 bit
resolution). The control system software calculates the appropriate output signal which is
written on the analog output channel of the DAQ card and given to the voice coil
assembly through a V/I converter unit.
2.3 Position control system for the machining head
The desired tool-head position (within the sensor linear range of 700 µ??) can be
controlled using a voice coil actuator providing a force proportionally to the driving
current(/ = i x Cv). This current is provided by a servo amplifier which also works as
voltage to current converter. The voltage input to the servo amplifier is a command
signal given by the digitally implemented controller. The position control is done to
satisfy the need of zero displacement force measurement, discussed in the previous
section. The Position control system for the flexible machine head assembly is developed
using following course of action.
1. Experiment to check the linear and adequate sensitive region of the optical
position sensor.
2. Experiment to identify the system using time response analysis.
3 . Finally realization ofposition control, using Ziegler Nicholas tuning method.
2.3.1 Sensor output
As mentioned earlier any displacement of the machine head in Z direction is monitored,
using an optical sensor. The output of the optical sensor is in volts. Figure 2.4- shows
response of the optical sensor output in volts with respect to the actual position moved by
20
the flexible structure. It can be observed that, the sensor output is linear between 400-
1150 µ?? of the flexible structure displacement. In this region the sensitivity of the
































































Figure 2.4-Optical sensor o/p to flexible structure movement in - Z direction (upwards).
2.3.2 Step input
The value of current in amperes, needed to lift the flexible structure is identified
experimentally. Figure 2.5 shows all color coded, I/O signals. A ramp input (blue) is
given to the voice coil and output (red) from optical sensor is observed. The response of
the voice coil-flexible structure to ramp input is studied. It is observed that the response is
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divided in to three regions, dead band, uncompensated-gravity region and finally the
sensitive or active region. It is clearly visible that, the dead band can be compensated by
providing 1 V and the gravity can be compensated by providing 4 V. For drilling
experiments, at least 400 µ?? displacements is expected, thus the so called sensitive or
active region is used as the range for position control.
J>. Region of contort forposition in range 70· pm
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F/g 2. 6- Step responsefor time response analysis.
2.3.3 System identification
Figure 2.6 shows the step response of the flexible structure.
The natural frequency ?? and the damping ratio ? are determined from the system's step
response by assuming a second order system.
Percentage Peak Overshoot = 1 00 x e-Jt C ^^^ (2.1)
Similarly we find the value for ?? using
?? = û>d/Jl - ?2 (2.2)
Considering the intermediate gains and the second order system equations below
2
—— (2.3) Equation for second order system
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Equation of the flexible structure with the considered elements
The identified system parameters are shown in table 2.2.
Parameter Symbol Typical Value Units
Damaping Ratio ? 0.12 N/A
Natural frequency con 32.54 Rad/s
Inertial Mass m 0.187 Kg
Damping 1.49 N-s/m
Mechanical Stiffness 312.55 Wm
Table 2.1- Parameters after system identification.
23A Model validation
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Figure 2. 7-Matlab/Simiilink blocksfor Simulation ofthe identified system.
Using all the identified parameters from above it is able to simulate the step response in
Matlab/Simulink. The simulink blocks are shown in figure 2.7. Data gathering from the
actual step response (real-time) and the identified system simulations, figure 2.8 is
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constructed. It is observed that the system is identified with an error of less than 2%
(between actual and model-step response).
?—t
,.·«., Aefwa! System Data
·'--*-- idenSifteKf System Simuteteti Data
; ' ' ' · * Step Redone» of Actual Vs identified Syst*m{5V offset)
*T"V,Sri"'««*^;i*?^iiriiî!#»«^^ V^l^^Vtí"**^^^
Time in roW S#condf
Figure 2.8- Step response ofactual and simulated system.
2.4 Implementation of the position controller
The controller is realized using the hardware and software presented earlier. The structure
of the implemented controller is shown in figure 2.9. The proportional gain, the integral
gain and the derivative gain values are derived as follows.
The initial structure is defined and implemented such that it has very small proportional
gain. Studying the response of the sensor, the value of this gain is chosen to be negative.
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1. Using the Zeigler-Nichols empirical formula (table 2.2) it is able to find a first
































Kp = 0.6 K11 T1 = 0.5 Tn TD = 0.125 T1,
Table 2.2- General PlD parametersfor Ziegler-Nichols method [34].
Ti & Td are the integral and derivative time constants. The figure 2.9 is a structure of the
implemented digital controller. The structure consists of various blocks. The system to
be controlled is connected between the analog I/P and analog O/P blocks. The reference
command is given through a constant block which is connected to an error computing
block, where comparison between the sensor position signal to the desired value set by
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user constant block is done. For the structure above, instead of feeding the error to the
derivative block, direct feeding of the sensor signal is done.
Using this arrangement the signal noise reduction is achieved and amplification of noise
signal is avoided. The derivative block is also implemented using a filter which will limit
the high frequency noise signals. N limits the gain at high frequencies and has to satisfy
the following condition [34].
h x N/TD ~ 0.2 to 0.8 (2.4)
where, h = sampling time = 1 ms chosen particularly for our application.
Td = derivative time constant.


















Table 2.3- Actual tuned parametersfor the system.
In table 2.3, Ty = ultimate period and Ka= ultimate gain, Figure (2.10) shows the step
response of the closed loop system, the initial position given by sensor is 3 V, after giving
a step command it is observed that the sensor position transits to 4 V, and the error goes
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Figure 2.10-Step response ofthe closed loop system.
For this typical example (figure 2.10) the parameters are summarized in table (2.4)
Parameters Values Conversion factors
Initial Final
Position 3?=148µ?? 4 V=O µ?? 6???/µ??
Controller output 7.5 V 7.3 V 12 bit resolution
Current (I)
amplifier
from Servo 1.575 A 1.533 A 0.21 A/V





1.6097 F= Cv ? I
Table 2.4- Summary on step response to closed loop system
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Chapter 3
Calibration, testing and characterization of the real-time
force measurement setup
3.1 Optimization of the controller
The position controller discussed in the previous chapter is optimized to compensate for
integral windup using back calculation [34]. When the output saturates, the integral term
in the controller is re-compensated so that its new value gives and output at the saturation
limit. It is found that it is advantageous not to reset the integrator instantaneously but
dynamically with time T1 The system has an extra feedback path that is generated by
measuring the actual actuator output and forming an error signal (es) as the difference

















Figure 3.1- PID controller with a anti-windup based on back-calculation.
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and the actuator output (w). Signal (es) is fed to the input of the integrator through gain
\ITt. The signal is zero when there is no saturation. Thus, it will not have any effect on
the normal operation when the actuator does not saturate. When the actuator saturates, the
signal es is different from zero.
The rule of thumb that has been
suggested, is to choose
Tt = (T1Td)05 = 0.025 s (3.1)
After adding the integral anti-
windup block, the force
measurement system turns
completely ready and will be
more reliable to carry out the
constant velocity drilling
experiments.
3.2 Experimental testing and
calibration
Figure 3.2 shows a set up for th
position control of the flexible structure. This set up is tested to validate its ability to
measure an externally linked force or mass. The flexible structure's position is controlled
at sensor output of 4 V (this position is called position at 0 µp? (for reference see figure
2.4 and 2.6). It is considered that force of 0 N acts on the tip of tool at this position. The
zero force displacement, principle, is validated by placing a piece of pre-measured mass
weighing 30 g, on the top space available of the flexible structure. Figure 3.3 shows all
be-f connector for electrical Wk
signal! M'i 1«
Jt 4; m
lltTlf fTHpJi fîÎ 'Wm m «<WÌPre",Tlea5ured mass WMs* .> ^ft^lppM^iSiSf M ;eS|3B0l'ject weighing 30 gm Bpï
— ·»¦': < .™ ¦ ~-r.-^^^^»í^s^^?!^3D*;-*^saee»**í)í jsaíjHistííií-i
e Figure i. 2-Experimental setupfor calibration and testing
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the color coded, I/O signals, in function of time, collected during this typical experiment.
Between time 'T = 0 s to T = 2 s", there is no extra weight. So no displacement takes
place, displaying the mass = Zero Kg. After T > 2 s, a pre measured object is placed
manually. It can be observed that the controller starts compensating, until it minimizes
the error to zero within a settling time of 150 ms, (please refer figure 2.10) and displays
the mass signal as 29.5 g. The accuracy in measurement seems to be 98.3%.










1 Mass in Kg
3 4
Time in Seconds
• Sensor position O/P
3 4
Time in Seconds
Figure 3.3-Testing and calibrating theforce measurement set-up.
3.3 Characterization of the force measurement sensor.
Figure 3.4 is a plot for a real time data received from the force measurement setup during
a testing experiment. The sensor o/p calibrated in Newton, is plotted against few
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premeasured objects, added successively on the top of the setup. Figure 3.4 also shows


















Figure 3.4 Linearity offorce measurement sensor.
3.4 Validation and characterization of experimental set-up
To validate the setup for measuring force capability, during constant velocity drilling
experiments, few dry-experiments (without drilling) are done. Improvements on
experiment procedures are established by performing much iteration of dry experiments.
For example, the procedures are optimized after each iteration, in the following steps
• Changing the orientation of work piece mounting assembly.
• Executing the motion stage software
• Plotting the gathered force and drilling depth data.
• Manually observing and discussing the plots.
• Restart with the next improved iteration until getting better.
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3.4.1 Characterization of the internal stiffness of the set-up
Using dry-experiments (without drilling), the setup is capable of measuring the bending
of the work-piece (see figure 3.6).











Where, Wmax = max deflection at center of the beam,
Length of beam (L)
Load on beam (P)
Young modulus of work piece (E)
Distance from neutral axis (center of beam) (L/2)
Moment of inertia L
76 x 1(T3 m
1.8 N
65 xl09N/m2
38 x IO"3 m
bxh3
12
= 2.1 XlO"12 m4
Table-3. 1 Typical values calculatedfor maximum deflection ofwork-piece
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Using equation 3.2 and table 3.1 the maximum deflections Wmax [44] of beam at the
center to a point load P is estimated to be Wmax = - 121.5 µ?t? (3.3), therefore due to
maximum bending for center load, the stiffness can be calculated as
Kthe = 1.5IxIO4 N/m (3.4)
Based on the deflection of simply supported beam problem it is clear that the magnitude
of work piece deflection is higher at center and decreases towards its edges. To minimize
this variation of deflections on the surface of work-piece placing of 3 work pieces on top
















Figure3.7- Set up orientationfor drilling Figure 3.8- 3-workpice on the top of Figure 3.9- Tool moved on work-piecefor
experiments. each other. 36 iterations each position.
- This arrangement reduces the deflection to about 50 µ??. The bending of the work-piece
is expected as shown in figure 3.6.
Figure 3.10(a) shows a real sample work-piece used for a typical drilling experiment. 10
equidistant holes are drilled by moving the tool-electrode diagonally on the work-piece.
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Due to mounting shortcomings, it is never possible to achieve perfection in bending
symmetry as shown in figure 3.10(b).














Figure 3.10- (a) Work-piece sample orientation during dry and wet experiments, (b) Expected bending.
m
Position Number
Figure 3. 1 J -Repeatabilityfor Surface touching at JO different points on work-piece.
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Figure 3.11 is for an experiment of 10 iterations for 10 identical positions on the same
work-piece moved in the direction as specified in figure 3.10(a). It shows that the
bending of work-piece and the repeatability in the measurement with respect to each
position is good (better than 1 % or 5 microns)
3.4.3 Characterization of stiffness.
A final cross verification on setup's functionality is done by descending the tool (Z- 100
µ??) on a sample work-piece, at a constant rate of (10 µ?t/s). (Power supply to electro-
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Figure 3.12- Measuredforce data plotted as afunction ofthe tool moving on work-piecefor ? =100 µt?.
Collecting the real-time force data and the relative Z-stage position data using XPS,
figure (3.12) depicts the behavior of force in function to the non-drilling depth. It can be
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observed that, eventually as the tool descends with a constant velocity, it touches the
surface at 57 µt? with respect to the start position and the contact force starts increasing
linearly until 0.55 N with the end of the tool motion at Z =700 µ??, From the plot the
overall effective stiffness can be determined as
K = 1.67 x 104 N/m (3.5)
The value in equation 3.5, is very close to the value ofKthe (see equation 3.4) bending of
work piece derived using equation (3.2) and table 3.1
3.4 Specifications of the force measurement sensor.
The Specifications of the real time force sensor is summarized as in table 3.1
S.N Characteristics Values
Linear range 0.0 N to 2.4 N
Resolution ImN
Settling time Less than 1 50 ms (Figure 2.10 ;
4. Repeatability 90 %- Good
Accuracy 98.3 %- Good
Sensitivity Measures force due to ?µ?? displacement in flexible
structure.
Table-3.2 Characteristics ofthe real-timeforce measurement sensor
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Chapter 4
Design of constant velocity drilling experiments
4.1 Chapter overview
This chapter is dedicated on the design aspect of constant velocity drilling experiments.
The chapter starts with details on experimental apparatus and procedures. Then the
choices for parameters and variables are discussed. The chapter is concluded by
validating the experimental design.
Equipments Make Specifications
SACE Machine Head and
Electrochemical cell Assembly
Made at EPFL, Switzerland Please refer to appendix D
Voice coil BEI Kimco Please refer to appendix D
Optical sensor with signal
conditioner
SFH 9201 Please refer to appendix D
NI DAQ PCI-6025 Card National Instruments Please refer to appendix D
Customized I/O connector box Custom made at our lab Please refer to appendix D
XPS Motion Controller Newport corporation Please refer to appendix D
V/I converter Maxon motor 0-10 Volts converts to 0-2 A
Power supply Custom made at our lab +-12 Volt, 2 A, +-15 Volt 2
A
Desktop Computer Dell 2 GB Ram, Pentium dual core
processor and 200 GB hard
disk space
Matlab/Simulink with RTWT Mathworks Inc. Windows OS and Software
with real time kernel for
windows
Table 4. ! List ofequipmentsfor SA CE Setup.
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4.2 Designing the experiments
The detailed design of constant velocity drilling experiments are discussed in the
following sections
4.2.1 List of apparatus/equipments.
Table 4. 1 shows the list of hardware and software used to build the apparatus for the
constant velocity drilling experiments.
System 1-XPS Motion Controller system System 2- Desktop PC with NI DAQ card
Event no. Actions Manual/Semi-automatic Event no. Actions Manual/Semi-automatic
Initialize all functions and
home search
Manual Loading ofmatlab and
RTWT environment
Find position on work piece for
hole #.
Manually Build and run the
real time controller model
Move Z stage down to find the
surface touching position at
hole#
Unload the controller and
reading set point
Moving the Z stage up 200µ?? Load the controller and
regulate the set point position
Tum on power supply Position regulation in action
Start the data gathering
function
Position regulation in action
Move Z position 300 µ?? down
at constant velocity
Position regulation in action
8. Turn Power supply off Unload and reset the controller
Stop data gathering Stay Idle
10 Move Z stage 3 mm up Stay Idle
11 Copy the data file to another
folder
10 Stay idle
12 Repeat step number 1 - 1 1 for
each hole
12 Repeat step number 2 to 1 0 for
each hole
Table 4.2- Extraction ofevent and actionsfrom both the systems.
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4.1.2 Procedure
Events and actions from both the systems are extracted as given by the table 4.2 The
work piece is mounted in the cell as described in section 3.3 The cell is filled up with
30% wt. NaOH solution until its required level (about few 100 µ?? above the work-piece
surface)
Table 4.2 shows the experimental procedure of the actions for respective event no., (for
software code please see appendix B). The data gathering is done and updated always in
a new file restoring the old file. Two digital signals are used for communication between
the 2 systems, one to load/unload the controller and another to read the set point. These
digital signals are written from the XPS on the digital input of the DAQ card.
To measure the forces acting on the tool, for every constant velocity drilling experiment
the procedure from table (4.2) is followed with 3 iterations each. Following are its details.
• Iteration I- To measure the non machining stiffness force at respective drill
position.
• Iteration II- To measure the actual machining force at respective drill position.
• Iteration III- To measure the depth of the drilled hole for the respective position.
Finally the hardware and the software aspects of the complete setup are ready and can be








Figure 4.1 Schemefor completely automated controller.
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The I/O's from controller (structure shown in figure 4.1) and XPS communication signals
are shown in figure 4.2 and figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3- Force measurement calibrated signal for non machining experiment.
4.3 Choice of drilling velocities
Table 4.3 specifies the drilling velocities found for gravity feed drilling process. For a
typical gravity feed drilling experiment, parameters were chosen as below,
• Electrolyte -NaOH-30 % wt.
• Tool - stainless steel, ç>=0.4 mm
• Work piece - Glass (as mentioned in the earlier sections)



















Table 4.3- Gravityfeed drilling velocities [35].
Before performing constant velocity drilling experiments table 4.3 is understood in detail.
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4.3.1 Constant parameters
To minimize the issues with tool bending a thick tool (diameter of 0.7 mm) was chosen.
The material of the tool was chosen to be mild steel, based on its availability at the lab
facility. The work-piece chosen was the most commonly used micro-scope glass slides
from Menzel Glaser. Instead of using a single work piece, 3 slides mounted on top of
each other to minimize the bending affect is chosen.
4.3.2 Variables
Constant parameters Voltages in Volts Velocities in µ??
30 % wt. NaOH,
0.7 mm CS tool 28 1,2
30 % wt. NaOH,
0.7 mm CS tool 29 1,2,3
30 % wt. NaOH,
0.7 mm CS tool 32 1,2,3,4,5
30 % wt. NaOH,
0.7 mm CS tool 35 2,3,4,5
Table 4. 4-Parameters usedfor SA CE constant velocity drilling experiments.
For constant velocity drilling experiments, the velocity and voltage are chosen to be
variables. The measured force is presumed to be in function of these variables. Table 4.4
specifies the chosen constant velocity, drilling parameters, while conducting all of the
further experiments.
4.4 Validation of the experimental design
Figure 4.4 shows one sample data plot from a test experiment on constant velocity
drilling, conducted on a sample work-piece.
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Figure 4.4- Sample plot to validate the complete automated system.
The experiment procedure was followed as mentioned in the earlier section. The
experiment parameters were chosen as per the table 4.4. Validation of the experimental
design is done by observing figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4 shows the details of the measured force data and proves the ability of the setup
to measure force, during non-machining and machining -experiments. The drilling
position on the work-piece is identical for both the iterations. In the third iteration (not
shown in figure) the measurement of actual drilling depth is done, illustrating a drilling
depth of 202 µp? in this sample experiment. It is also observed that the force is detected
earlier during actual drilling experiments than to the dry experiments. Similar
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observations on various identical experiments were typical (but are not presented due
lack of space). The details on analysis and investigations on similar data sets, form
various drilling experiments will be presented in the next chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Constant velocity drilling experiments, SACE drilling model, results
and discussion
5.1 Chapter overview
This chapter presents, the details on real-time force data collected during a typical
constant velocity drilling experiment including the early force detection with
consequential possibility for unexpected early start to drill. It will also present a detailed
investigation to confirm the possible reasons, like thermal expansion, pressure in gas film
and formation of thin layer of molten NaOH. Later a discussion on accomplished drilling
depths, and a crude technique to estimate the drilling depths, will be presented as well.
The description on a new SACE drilling model developed for constant velocity drilling
followed by its general solution and comparison with some results from the experimental
data. Finally this chapter is concluded by highlighting the possible classification of forces
observed in various constant velocity drilling experiments.
5.2 An example of experimental data
Figure 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) depicts change in force in real-time with respect to, non
machined and machined drilling depths respectively. The data is collected during a
typical constant velocity drilling experiment. (Experiment procedures for the same are
described in previous section 4.1.2).
Figure 5.1(a), represents the behaviour of non-machining force in a typical dry-
experiment, figure 5.1(b) represents the machining force for a typical drilling experiment
at 32 V. It is observed that, in a dry experiment, the force is detected at around 42 µ??,
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compared to a drilling experiment where the same surface is detected at 18 µm (in both
situations the origin of the ? scale is the same). This shift is typical and observed in
(a) PtOT FOR OeiECnONOf SSÄFAC« T0UÇHMG
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Figure 5.1- (a) and (b) Sample data plotfor constant velocity drilling experiment.
all experiments. It is also observed that in a drilling experiment (fig 5.1(b)), soon after the
tool appears to be touching the work-piece surface, the slope seems to be rising more
rapidly and eventually reducing to a lower rate.
Thus it is observed that in actual drilling experiment the force starts with a linear
increase, at faster rate and later at a smaller rate. The force also appears to be suddenly
falling to some constant value or even vanishing completely. Eventually the force also
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seems to be rising with random repetitions as earlier or even with few variations till it
reaches the drilling depth limit (300 µ?t? in the shown example).
Certainly a possibility in the drilling process, to start earlier than expected, cannot be
mistreated by seeing the experimental fact of appearance in early force detection
followed by a more rapidly rising slope. This experimental fact requires deeper analysis.
Further description can be found in the following sections.
Considering these experimental facts, the forces can be characterized in association to
1 . The early force detection.
2. Drilling depth,
3. Rising, falling and constant slopes.
All the possible reasons of such characterizations will be investigated and the conclusions
will be presented in the further sections.
5.3 Investigations on early force detection
In figure 5.1(b) the early force detection could be combined effect of applied power and
variations in level of available electrolyte. Similar kind of effect is also observed in
gravity feed drilling [16-19, 37]. It can be possible, that the early force detection comes
from either thermal expansion in tool and work-piece or due to formation of a molten
NaOH layer or pressure due to gas film resulting in pushing the tool, or even may be
combination of all. This early force detection or (probable early machining) effect is
investigated to confirm the reasons. Figure 5.2 shows the typical mean values of surface
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detection, at various applied voltages. It is observed that, the early force detection
distance, slightly decreases linearly with increasing applied voltages.
The appearance for this slight decrease could be due to changes in tool and work-piece
heights, due to thermal expansion or probably due to variations in gas film diameters, for
various applied voltages or even probably due to uncontrolled level of electrolyte during
each drilling experiment. Another reason for such slightly decreasing appearance can be
related to decreasing damping forces acting on the tool tip, because for increase in
applied voltage, the viscosity of material around the tip of tool decreases due to rising
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Figure 5.2- Initial error in touching surface between non-machining and machining experiments.
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From figure 5.2 the mean ofwork-piece surface detection position lies at 24 µp?.
5.3.1 Thermal expansion
Figure 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) correspond to a possible physical deformation experienced by
tool and work piece during a dry and actual drilling experiment. During experiment no
heat is generated, so no thermal expansion could take place.
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Figure 5.3-(a) and Cb) Thermal expansion effect oftool and work-piece during dry and wet experiments
In a drilling experiment heat is generated due to electrochemical discharges at the contact
point of tool and work-piece and the estimated temperature could be 5500C. [41] At such
high temperatures, possibility of thermal expansions in materials could be prevailing. The
expansion in work piece is measured on both the surfaces because the work-piece is made
up of 3 slides mounted on top of each other (as mentioned formerly in section 3.4.1 .) The
electrolyte trapped between the 2 upper slides would definitely expand due to local
surface heating of the work-piece and on top electrolyte. Thus considering the tool
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expansion ofLt meters and the work piece expansion of Lw meters, the final length due to
expansion together can be written as,
LT = Lt + Lw/2 (5.1)
The potential thermal expansion of both the materials is estimated using the material







Tool Electrode Steel F = 0.7x10° m 13 ? 10"° m/m K 550 + 273.15 K
Work-piece Glass
(Pyrex)
1 = 76x10° m
b = 25 xlO"3 m,
h=lxl0"3m
4 ? 10° m/m K 550 + 273.15 K
Table 5. J- Typical material parameters used in experiments.
The thermal expansion of the tool is calculated using the formula
S=*^' (5.2)
Where,
AL1= final tool length in meters
L0t= original length of tool in meters
at= thermal expansion coefficient of steel
ATt= final temperature — initial ambient temperature
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Similarly the thermal expansion ofwork-piece (glass) is calculated as
^ = awATw, (5.3)
Where,
ALW— final work-piece length in meters
L0W= original length of work-piece in meters
aw= thermal expansion coefficient of steel
ATW= final temperature— initial ambient temperature
Referring to figure 5.3,The expansion for the tool is
Lt = ALt (5.4)
And the expansion for work-piece is
Lw = ALW (5.5)
Note- Ambient temperature at 300 K and a partial tool-tip length of0.5 mm is considered
while doing the calculation.
Therefore using equation (5.1) the joint increase in total length can be calculated as
LT « 7 µ m (5.6)
From equation (5.6), about 25% source of early machining, could be due to combined
thermal expansion ofwork-piece and tool electrode.
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5.3.2 Pressure effect due to gas film (bubble)
"The pushing on the tool, due to pressure in gas film (bubble)" is investigated in an
experimental way. During each set of experiment, the tool tip was placed at distant values
of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 µ?? above the work piece. The power was turned on only after
confirming and recording the distance between tool and work-piece surface. The force
(highest magnitude) numbers were gathered for all distant tool placement positions.
It was observed that, at instant the power was turned on, the tool started to experience a
force. Figure 5.4 shows the tendency of the force experienced by the tip of the tool at a
distance up to 25 µ?? above the work piece. The force decreases linearly as the tool is
placed farther from the work-piece. This phenomenon could be assumed like growing of
a bubble to variable diameters f (assuming that after (pmax = 25 µp? the bubble might
burst). Thus the force is experienced by the tool-tip due to the sudden appearance of the
bubble between the work-piece and tool. Using the linear relation between the F and ??
from figure 5.4 the stiffness of the bubble could be estimated as
KCF = 1.6 x 104 N/m (5.7)
Also from figure 5.4 considering
fmax =0A N, (5.8)
The approximate pressure in the gas film (bubble) can be estimated as,
Pmax = ^f (5·9>
Therefore Pmax = 10 atm (5.10)
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As of equation (5.10), the early force detection effect due to gas film (bubble) seems to
be much more significant as compared to thermal expansion, but the estimated pressure
inside the gas film seems kind of unrealistic. Usually the bubble created by a vaporized
liquid, rise to the surface where they burst and release the gas. Usually this happens
around the boiling point of the liquid where the vapor pressure is generally equal to one
atmosphere [44]. Therefore it is not possible to conclude that the pressure due to gas film
is responsible for the early force detection.
^
?
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Figure 5.4- Force due to gasfilm as afunction ofdistance between work piece and tool tip.
This raises the need to investigate another possible reason for early force detection, which











5.3.3 Formation of molten NaOH layer.
Figure 5.5 shows the situation near the contact points of the tool electrode, work-piece
and electrolyte. The electrochemical discharges, generating high heat and rising the
temperature to about 550 0C [41], which is much higher than the boiling point of water
(10O0C) and the melting point of NaOH (323°C), it is be obvious that, from the solution
surrounding this heat source, water is evaporated leaving back molten NaOH. The density








Figure 5.5- Situation between tool lip and work-piece contact point, due to heat generated by electrochemical
discharge.
Based on the results from section 5.2 and 5.3.1, the possible thickness of this molten
NaOH, could be around 25-7=1 8 µpa. This deposited molten NaOH, is highly reactive
with glass, thus responsible for initiating the drilling process [36].
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Thus for any typical drilling experiment, the work-piece surface appears to be detected
earlier compared to a typical dry experiment. The reason for such a artificial appearance,
are due to thermal expansion of tool and work-piece in adjacent to the formation of a thin
layer of molten NaOH, rising the height of work-piece surface and a possible pushing
effect due to gas film (bubble). This early force detection could certainly lead to an early
start in drilling process. The existence for such early machining can be explained, by
investigating the drilling depths.
Tool





Figure 5.6- Rise in work-piece surface height due to deposition ofmolten NaOH after evaporation ofwater andpartial
thermal expansion in tool.
5.4 Investigation on drilling depths
Figure 5.7 depicts experimental data. (Experimental procedure as mentioned in previous
section 4.1.2) The tool is moved for total depth of 375 µp?, (100 µp? above surface and
actual penetration in a work piece, to a maximum of 275 µ??, at various constant
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velocities. The drilling depths are measured in the third iteration. The drilling depths are














Figure 5. 7- Drilling depth mean values in function ofapplied voltagefor various velocities.
At higher applied voltages or lower drilling velocities much higher depths are
accomplished. This can be compared with the gravity feed model discussed in [41].
Certainly at higher voltages more power is provided, which can surely help in removing
material in the discharge regime, while at lower velocities more time is offered for
material removal process.
Though the drilling depth limit was of 300 pm, in figure 5.7, drilled depths as low as 156
µ?? up to as high as 310 µp? are observed. The extra drilling certainly can be due to the
early start of machining due to the fake earlier surface detection effect, discussed earlier.
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For constant velocity drilling, a comparative study on quality of hole versus drilling
depths could be an interesting subject for future work; this could for sure help in
implementing optimization techniques on material removal rate for SACE drilling
technologies.
5.4.1 Possibility of online estimation for drilling depth.
It is very hard to control the gap between the tool and work-piece while using constant
velocity drilling for SACE technology [36]. One possibility to overcome this drawback
could be, using the real-time force measurement data during a typical drilling process to
estimate the actual drilling depth.
Figure 5.8 illustrates an example of using this technique. In iteration- 1 (dry process), the
first contact point (distance za) between tool-work-piece is recorded and starting from this
point the slope (k<0 of the measured force is also recorded. Similarly, in iteration-2 (actual
drilling) the same technique is applied to find za and ka. Finally in iteration-3, the actual
drilled depth is measured and recorded as Z¿
Here zd; za, kd and ka are associated to a typical constant velocity drilling process (CVDP).
Knowing all the values, error and the average of both slopes can be calculated as,
Ze = Zd,- ¿a, (5.11)
kav= (ka + kd)/2 (5.12)
Using the general line equation, y = mx + c and substituting the coefficients as
y = F(n), m = kr, x = EZ(n), c = ze (5.13)
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Where ? is the drill position number (from 1 to 10 as in figure 5.6)
Using equations (5.1 1), (5.12) and (5.13) the drilled depth is estimated as
EZ(n) = F{n)-ze (5.14)
Finally the estimated drilling depth can be compared to the actually measured ones
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Figure 5.8- Estimation techniquefor drilling depths based on real-timeforce measurement.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the details between estimated and the actual depth. It can be clearly
observed that the difference varies in a range Of 1 0 to 25 pm, which approximately agrees
with the values from early force detection, discussed earlier. It is typical that the actual
drilling depths are always greater than estimated ones. This gives another evidence for
the possibility of the early start in machining process.
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Consequently by substituting an average position value of early force detection, the
estimation could be improved by minimizing the error.
Detailed investigations on this technique, could assure accurate online monitoring of
drilling depths, and sooner or later to develop supplementary gap control algorithms, for
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Figure 5.9- Error between estimated and actual drilling depth using the online estimation technique.
5.5 Investigation on machining forces.
As observed in figure 5.1(a) during constant velocity drilling, it is sensible, that the
machining force is linked to constant, rising or diminishing slopes. These particulars are
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investigated by developing a model for SACE constant velocity drilling, and further
comparing the experimental data with the solution of this developed model.
5.5.1 SACE drilling model
Datum
_ X-Y -Z motion -stage
Machine head
A- Work Piece and mounting -cell assembly
H -Machine Head/fool
Figure 5.10- SACE drilling model.
A SACE drilling model is developed, with respect to the available information on the
drilling apparatus.
The model for constant velocity drilling in SACE technology is shown in figure 5.10.
Following lists the abbreviation on various used notations.
M - Mass of the machine head-tool assembly in Kg.
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K¡ - Stiffness in N/m due to controller, flexible structure and tool-chuck assembly.
K.2 - Stiffness in N/m due to work-piece and mounting-cell.
B - Viscous damping in work-piece during machining in Ns/m.
Xo- Distance between the Z-motion to reference in m.
Xi - Distance between mass (M) to reference in m.
X2 - Distance between reference and the work-piece surface in m.
Fa(t)- Machining force measured in N.
5.5.2 Description of the Model
In figure 5.10 the machine head is originally positioned at a distance Xj, from the
reference datum, while the work-piece and mounting cell assembly is positioned at
distance X2 with respect to the datum. The mass M and tool are assumed to be connected
in series with the spring of stiffness K1, which characterizes the upper part (tool-head
assembly), whereas the work-piece and mounting cell assembly is characterized by a
spring of stiffness K2 in parallel with viscous damping B. At any time t, during
machining, the distance (Xj-Xo) is kept constant by applying the force Fa(t). During
drilling experiments the tool-head system travels at user defined velocity ? in the Z
direction.
5.5.3 Viscous damping (B)
Throughout dry experiments B=O, whereas during real drilling experiments, (with
supplied power and available electrolyte). The viscosity can be estimated using Stokes
equation.
B = ßp?t (5.14)
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The glass viscosity is a function of temperature (Figure 5.1 1).
The viscosity of the material in the machining zone was estimated [41] as being
? = 1.4 x IO8 [Pa ¦ s] (5.15)
Therefore
B = 0.35 XlO6 Ns/m (5.16)
14
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Figure 5.1 !-Temperature dependence ofthe viscosity ? oftechnical glasses: (a) fused silica, (b) alum silicate, (c)
borosilicate, (d) soda-lime-silica, (e) lead borate [35].
5.5.4 Stiffness K1




The stiffness K2 is the sum of stiffness due work-piece and its mounting-cell assembly.
5.5.6 Equivalent stiffness Keq
The stiffness Keq is the overall stiffness of the complete SACE drilling setup in the case
of non-machining (i.e. B=O) and defined as:
**-¦%% <517>
5.5.7 Model equations
From the model above one can write the equations ofmotions as:
M1X1 = K1(X2- X1) +/e(t) (5.18)
BX2 = K1X1-(K1^K2)X2 (5.19)
Using Laplace transformations on (5 . 1 9)
B[SX2(S) - X2(O)] = ( K1 + K2)X2(S) + K1X1(S) (5.20)
As X2(O) = 0
X2 = - X1(S) (5.21)¿ SB+ K1 + K2 -1 - '
Let us now consider the case of constant velocity feed drilling. In this situation
Xx(t) = vt . (5.22)
with, ? the imposed drilling speed, it follows using Laplace transform
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X1(S) = J (5.23)
X2(s) = ^ 4 (5.24)
Introducing the equivalent stiffness of the model using equation 5.17
*** K1+K2
and the typical time constant,
t = K^ i5'25)
substituting 5.25 and 5.17 in 5.24 and taking the inverse Laplace
X2(t)=!^v[t + T(e-ir-l)] (5.26)
Since the driving force fa(t) = K1Qi1 -X2)'
fait) = Keav [t - t| (Vi - l)] (5.27)
Note the following two interesting limiting cases
t -» oo fa(t) = Keqvt (Kl/K)2 + Bv (5.28)
t-»0 /a (t)= (e-ï-l)-»_£ (5.29)
fa (O = ^ (l + g) t = /Y1V t (5.30)




Figure 5.12- SACE drilling model solution.
5.6. Model verification
The model and its parameters discussed in the previous sections, is compared with the
experimental data collected during constant velocity drilling experiments. In following
sections the model verification and the experimental results will be presented.
In figure 5.13, K¡ is plotted in function to applied voltage from constant velocity drilling
experiments at v=4 µ??/s. The experimental value for K] is found to be in a range of
about 17000-22000 N/m. The variation in the values ofK\ might be due presence of play
in the tool chuck assembly. The dotted line shows, the stiffness value due to gas film
(bubble), in function to applied voltage (see figure 5.4 for details). The gas film stiffness
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Figure 5.J3- Stiffness due to gasfilm ('— ') and the equivalent stiffness ofthe tool assembly K1 (' ') infunction of
applied voltages.
In figure 5.14, K2 is plotted as a function of applied voltage, taken from constant velocity
drilling experiments at v=4 µ?t/s. The value for K2 is found in a range of 17000-25000
N/m. The variations in the values ofK2 might be due to the wobbling and plays present in
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Figure 5. 14-Stiffness ofthe work-piece assembly infunction to applied voltage.
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Figure 5.15 is a plot for B as a function of applied voltage, taken from constant velocity
drilling experiments at v=4 µ?t/s, the values for B are found to be in a range of 0.20 -
0.35 ? 106 N.s/m, this can be compared to equation (5.16) stated earlier. The variation in
B could be due to slight temperature variations during the drilling process, affecting the










Figure 5.!5-ViSCOUS damping in function to applied voltages
Further, figure 5.16-5.19 shows the experimental values ofK¡, K2, Keq and B as a function
of various drilling velocities, for applied voltages at 29 V, 32 V and 35 V. It can be
observed that the trends look fairly similar as well the stiffness values seem to be
reducing with respect to applied drilling velocities. The stiffhess's K¡ and K2, are mostly
depending on the assembly setup. The variations in Kj and K2 come, form considering the
fact that all the experiments were not done in one shot, but in a month period and the
assembly setup was disturbed between each successive experiment.
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Figure 5.19- Variations in viscous damping Bfor various drilling velocities with different applied voltages.
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In figure 5.18, it is observed that the experimental values for Keq lie within the range
10000 to 17000 N/m. The values agree when compared to the slope of a typical dry
experiment (equation (3.3) from chapter 3).
From figure 5.17, it can be observed that the experimental values for viscous damping (B)
fall in the range (0.2 to 0.45) ? IO6 N.s/m. Using any typical value of (B) within this range
the viscosity can be calculated as ? =1><1 08 Pa.s., this value seems to be relatively closer
to the value of? stated in equation (5.15), estimated in [41].
5.7 General observations and discussions
For constant velocity drilling experiments, the data on initial drilling depth, were
analyzed using observational techniques.


















Figure 5.20- Classification ofthe plotsfor initial depth 0> Z < 100 µ??.
Never least but last, probably describing the results could help for any future work on
SACE drilling technologies. Figure 5.20, shows the classification of forces based on the
trends observed. The trends are summarized in table 5.2. Referring to the mechanism of
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M dz? dz ? dzj/v
N-M Zo
M ¦*/ F1 dz.e2 dz¡ dZy/v
N-M zo
M ko k, k2=0 F1 dz,e3 dz3 dz¡/v
N-M h
M h dz,e4 -dz4 dz/v
Table 5.2- Classifiedparameters, ^.M , m„.maci,¡mng. M= machining, v-dniiing velocity)
SACE described in section 1.4.3, the different observed trends can be, co- related to
possible cases of the model solution given in equation (5.27). Type-1 is same as the
general solution shown fig 5.12; Type-2 has only one initial slope, which explains the
possibility of tool touching the work-piece and is not able to remove the material., for
some certain time and then suddenly boosting up the drilling process. Type-3 can be
another case representing the presence of the tool in the molten viscous zone. Finally
Type-4 can be one case where all the parameters are in favor to the material removal
rate.
Table 5.3 is the summary for occurrence of the classified trends in function to different
applied voltage. It can be observed that occurrence of trends, type-1 and type-2, are
generally due to the contact between tool and work-piece surface or contacts between
tool and drilling depth of the hole. These are mostly observed at higher drilling speeds.
The occurrence of type-3 is typically when the tool is moving in the molten/viscous zone
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of the hole and could be generally associated with rational drilling velocities equal
material removal rate.
Voltage (V) Velocity (µ/s) Type-1 Type-2 Type-3 Type-4
















Table 5.3- Frequencyfor classified systems, Type- 1 and Type-2, Type-3, Type-4.
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Figure 5.2J- Detailed classification ofthe initial drilling depthfor constant velocity SACE drilling.
Types of Forces Definition of forces Reasons
Forces due to gas
film/tool expansion
Due to k¡ @ High Velocity
Due to k¡ @ moderate
velocity
Fmax at low velocity
Tool velocity is lagging




Forces due to stiffness Due to k0 @ any velocity
(non-machining)
Tool moving against after
touching the surface of
work-piece.
Forces due to Viscosity Due to k2@ moderate
velocity
Tool moves with velocity
against the viscous forces.
Table 5.4- Summary ofthe classifiedforces.
The occurrence of type-4 can be observed only in experiments with very low drilling
velocities, where the material removal rate can be faster that the drilling speeds.
Generally type-1 and type-2 are the most regular trends found in a constant velocity
drilling experiments. Figure 5.22 and table 5.4 reviews the apparent relations between the











Figure 5.22- Stiffness values at different states during SACE constant velocity drilling.
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Velocity Material removal rate Probable reasons
Low High Enough source ofheat/ enough time for electrolyte to
_______________________________dissolve the melted glass
Moderate Medium Moderate source ofheat/ adequate time for
_______________________________electrolyte to dissolve the melted glass.
High Low Fewer sources of heat/ in adequate time for
___________________________ electrolyte to dissolve the melted glass.
Very high Very poor Very less source of heat/ very inadequate time for[ el ctrolyte to dissolv he melted glass
Table 5.5- Classification based on various drilling speeds.
Figure 5.22 and table 5.5 summarizes the possible reasons and relations between
machining force, drilling velocities and material removal rates.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
The conclusions drawn from this thesis work are
• The early force detection is associated to the combinations of thermal expansion
in tool and work piece in adjunct to formation of pure molten NaOH layer, and
the possible pushing on tool effect due to gas film (bubble).
• The drilling depths have a direct relationship to applied power and an inverse
relationship to the velocity of drilling. A comparative study on quality of hole
against different constant velocity drilling depths could help to confirm the
tradeoffs between drill-hole quality & machining time.
• Real-time force measurement setup could be used to implement gap control
feedback strategies in SACE constant velocity drilling.
• With the help of SACE drilling model and the actual experimental data, it can be
concluded that the machining forces associated with constant slopes appear from
the moving tool in the viscous zone, the intensifying slopes are associated to the
stiffness in setup and the diminishing slopes can be correlated to rapid boost in
material removal rate.
• The SACE model can be the used for better understanding of the constant feed
drilling process, while the investigated forces can be used as a benchmark to
implement force feedback drilling strategies in SACE Technology
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6.2 Discussion
Before discussing the future work, I would like to talk about the problems encountered.
4 The process being much complex and exceptionally smaller amount of previous
work been done, especially in the area of constant velocity drilling for SACE
technology, struggling for references was very time consuming.
4 Considering the fact that this process having an involvement of multi-engineering
disciplines, initially it was very hard to understand.
4- The SACE machine head assembly was a pre-made, readily available setup,
prerequisite of certain modifications were advantageous, but were time
consuming.
4- It is really hard to control/maintain the electrolyte level above the work-piece in
the pre-made electrochemical-cell, this could have been a source of errors, while
doing the actual experiments.
4- The concerned measurement scales, were in microns, many conversion factors
come into the picture, due to multi engineering areas as well, and this could have
also been a source of error.
4- Adjacent to all these problems, Dr. Rolf Wüthrich had always been very
supportive, and has given the best possible advices. His around the clock
presence has been very encouraging, without which, I could have not
accomplished this moment of concluding my thesis' work.
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6.3 Future work
I would discover myself contented to recommend few points which could be done to
employ future work in the area of constant velocity drilling for SACE technology.
• The machine head assembly could be modified/re-designed with bigger size voice
coil to avoid the saturation problems at higher force values.
• The SACE electrochemical cell setup could be modified/re-designed with a
capability to have a level detector to control/maintain the level of electrolyte.
• The SACE cell setup could be compensated for bending, tilting or wobbling to
avoid backlash and plays between different parts and assemblies, which are
definitely the gigantic source of errors while dealing at scales in microns.
• Detailed investigations on quality of hole, in function to the constant velocity
drilling depths can be done on different samples; this could help to confirm the
tradeoffs between material removal rate and machining time.
• Development of an embedded, multi combined, real-time and smart sensor,
capable to measure the parameters such as, electrolyte level, local temperature,
drill-hole depth, conductivity of cell & pH, could facilitate the advancement in
implementing feedback based control strategies for SACE drilling technology.
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% Mass- in Kg
% Force ? Newtons
% moment of inertia in mA4
% Youngs Modulus- N/mA2
%Maximum bending ofwork-piecein m,











% estViscosity in Pa.s
% Radius of tool-tip in m
% Velocity in m/s
% Viscous damping
% Viscous force Pa.s.m.m/s = N.
% Force in N
% Viscosity in Pa.s
Pa=N/mA2





% Original length of tool in m.
%Coefficient of thermal expansion of tool.
% Final temperature of tool in Kelvin.





% Original height of work-piece in m.
%Coefficient of thermal expansion of glass
% Final temperature of tool in Kelvin.
% Change in length of tool.
dLt+dLw/2
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Estimation of pressure due to gas film(bubble)
f=0.4 % Force in N
pi=3.142 % Constant
r=0.35* 1 0A-3 % Radius of tool-tip in m
a=pi*r*r % Area of tool tip in m2
p=f/a % pressure due to gas film(bubble) in N/m2
Estimation of drilling depths
A=[200 208 21 1 201 230 233 260 224 270 224];
Al=[63 53 52 52 50 50 52 50 50 50];
Bl=[31 21 18 18 15 1621 18 18 15];




slope=l .2958e+004; % slope = m taken from the mean values ofnon machining stifness
incpt(:,:) = 10A-6*mean(Al-Bl);
Y(:,:)=F1 (:,:); % Y-Yl=m(X-Xl)+C
X(:,:)=Y(:,:)/slope - inept/slope
subplot(5,l,l);plot(T,A,'-bo');
xlabelC 1 0 different random positions')
ylabel('Final drilled depth in microns')
title('TO SEE DEPTH VERSES MEASURED FINAL FORCE VALUE')
grid on
subplot(5,l,2);plot(T,Al-Bi;-bo');




xlabel('l 0 different random positions')
ylabel('Final Measured F Value in Newtons')
grid on
subplot(5, 1 ,4);plot(T,Fl ,'-bo');
xlabel('l 0 different random positions')







xlabel('K) different random positions')










B=[200 206 278 149 233 256 251 252 208 192 249 201 273];

















List of .tel script programs
Appendix B
Name of file: CVJDrill.tcl
Purpose: Program for Constant velocity Drilling
#Display error and closeprocedure
proc DisplayErrorAndClose {socketID code APIName} {
global telargv
if {$code != -2 && $code != -108} {
set code2 [catch "ErrorStringGet SsocketID $code strError"]
if {$code2 != 0} {
puts stdout "$APIName ERROR => $code - ErrorStringGet ERROR => $code2"
set tclargv(O) "$APIName ERROR => $code"
} else {
puts stdout "$APIName SstrError"
set tclargv(O) "$APIName $strError"
}
} else {
if {Scode = -2} {
puts stdout "SAPIName ERROR => $code : TCP timeout"
set tclargv(O) "SAPIName ERROR => Scode : TCP timeout"
}
if {Scode ==-108} {
puts stdout "SAPIName ERROR => Scode : The TCP/IP connection was closed by an
administrator"










puts stdout ">» Constant velocity drilling process starts now!"
# load the FindZerofunction
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if {SsocketID = -!} {
puts stdout "OpenConnection failed => SsocketID"
return
}
# Initialization and homing all three axis
puts stdout "Have you Initialized before?"
set m 1 # ... counter to increment thefile number during data
saving.
puts stdout "Move Y axis up to start..."
puts stdout "Move Z axis up to start..."
#puts stdout " You have 10 seconds, Please load and build the controller file in
Matlab/Simulink"
# Moving X-axis
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X -12"]
if {Scode != 0} {




set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 2 400 0.001 0.001"]
if {Scode != 0} {




set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative $socketID XYZ.Y 4"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD $code "GroupMoveRelative"
rerum
}
# Moving Z 'axis up
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet $socketID XYZ.Z 2 400 0.001 0.001"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose $socketID $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Z 6"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD $code "GroupMoveRelative"
return
}
# Start the For Loop (for iteration)
for {set j 1} {$j<2} {incr j} { # : 1 iterationfor one work
piece
for {seti 1} {$i<ll} {incri} {# 10 iterationsfor 10 hole
positions
for {set kl} {$k<4} {incrk} {# 3 iterationsfor same hole
position
puts stdout "Starting Fabrication of the $m.$k hole"
# Digital signalsfrom XPS to NIDAQ for event action communication purpose
set code [catch "GPIODigitalSet SsocketlD GPI03.DO 1 6"]
if {Scode != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GPIODigitalSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GPIODigitalSet SsocketlD GPI03.DO 2 0"]
if {Scode != 0} {




puts stdout "Controller o/p Disabled"
after 500
# Finds thefirst surface point on work-piece
puts stdout ">» Finding location of the $m th hole"
FindZero $socketID Z
# Sampling and holdingposition setpoint by the NIDAQ card
set code [catch "GPIODigitalSet SsocketID GPI03.DO 1 0"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "GPIODigitalSet"
return
}
puts stdout "Sampled Set Point"
after 1000
set code [catch "GPIODigitalSet SsocketID GPI03.DO 1 5"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIODigitalSet"
return
}
puts stdout "Holding Set Point"
after 2500
# Move up Z axisfor correction purpose due to workpiece bending
puts stdout "Moving Z axis up by 0.200 mm "
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.1 400 0.001
0.001"]
if {Scode != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -0.200"]
if {Scode != 0} {




# Find the Startposition value ofZ axis
set code [catch "GroupPositionCurrentGet $socketID XYZ.Z Z2"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose $socketID $code "GroupPositionCurrentGet"
return
}"
puts stdout "Start position=$Z2"
set code [catch "GPIODigitalSet $socketID GPI03.DO 2 6"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose $socketID $code "GPIODigitalSet"
return
}
puts stdout " Controller o/p Enabled "
after 1000
# Iterationfor measuring the non-machiningforce for the stiffness measurement
purpose
if{$k=l} {
puts stdout "power is turning off
set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC4 0.00"]
if {$code != 0} {




# Iterationfor measuring the-machiningforce
if{$k==2} {
puts stdout "power is turning on"
set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC4 2.00"]
if {Scode != 0} {




# Iterationfor measuring thefinal drilling depth
if {$k==3> {
puts stdout "power is turning off
set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet $socketID GPI02.DAC4 0.00"]
if {$code != 0} {




puts stdout " You have 1.5 seconds, Position Controller is enabled"
after 150
initializing Data Gatheringfunction
puts stdout "Gathering Start"
set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet SsocketID
XYZ.Z.SGamma.MotionStart 0 0 0 0"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GatheringReset SsocketID "]
if{$code!=0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GatheringReset"
return
}
set code [catch "GatheringConfigurationSet SsocketID XYZ.Z.CurrentPosition
GPI02.ADC1 GPI02.ADC2 GPI02.ADC3 GPI02.ADC4"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GatheringConfigurationSet"
return
}
set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet SsocketID
XYZ.Z.SGamma.MotionStart 0 0 0 0"]
if {Scode !=0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet"
return
}
set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationActionSet SsocketID GatheringRun 22000
1000 0 0"]
if {Scode != 0} {




set code [catch "EventExtendedStart SsocketID argl "]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose $socketID $code "EventExtendedStart"
return
}
# Moving Z down axisfor non-machining iteration
if {$k == I > {
puts stdout "Starting to move down with constant Velocity to find the touching surface"
puts stdout "Moving 0.090 mm down "
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.010 400 0.001
0.001"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.080"]
if{$code!=0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative"
return
}
puts stdout "Done finding the touching surface for hole Sm.Sk"
}
# Moving Z down axisfor actual machining iteration
if (Sk == 2} {
puts stdout "Starting to Drill with constant Velocity"
puts stdout "Moving 0.300 mm down "
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.001 400 0.001
0.001"]
if {Scode != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.300"]
if {Scode != 0} {




puts stdout "Done with drilling hole no = $m.$k"
}
# Moving Z down axisforfindingfinal drilling depth iteration
if{$k==3}{
puts stdout "Starting to move down with constant Velocity to find the depth of the hole"
puts stdout "Moving 0.010 mm down "
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.010 400 0.001
0.001"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose $socketID $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.010"]
if{$code!=0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "GroupMoveRelative"
return
}
puts stdout "Done finding the touching surface for hole $m.$k"
}
# Stop and gathering data savefunction
set code [catch "GatheringStopAndSave SsocketID "]
if {$code I= 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GatheringStopAndSave"
return
}
puts stdout "Gathering Stop and Saving Data"
puts stdout "Power Turning Off'
set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC4 0"]
if {Scode != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet"
return
}
puts stdout " Controller is disabled and you can save the Simulink Data"
set code [catch "GPIODigitalSet SsocketID GPI03.DO 2 0"]
if (Scode != 0} {
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DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "GPIODigitalSet"
return
}
puts stdout " Controller o/p Disabled "
after 1000
#Movin up the Z axis
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 0.001 0.001"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -3"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative"
return
}
puts stdout "The Sm th hole has been finished"
puts stdout " you have 10 seconds remaining, please Save your data and get ready for the
next activity"
after 5000
#Change the gatheredfile name
set new_name //Admin//Public//$m.dat
puts stdout "$new_name"
file copy -force -- //Admin//Public//Gathering.dat $new_name
puts stdout " Copied Sm file of saved data"
incr m
}
#Moving X axis leftfor the next channel
puts stdout "Move X axis to drill the next hole"
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 3 400 0.1 0.1"]
if {Scode != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X 5"]
if {Scode != 0} {
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DisplayErrorAndClose $socketID $code "GroupMoveRelative"
return
}
#Moving Y axis Frontfor the next channel
puts stdout "Move Y axis to drill the next hole"
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet $socketID XYZ.Y 3 400 0.1 0.1"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose $socketID $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Y -2"]
if{$code!=0} {




# Ifend ofall iterations moving all axis back to origin
if {Si== 10} {
puts stdout "Move X axis Back to origin"
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 3 400 0.001 0.001"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveAbsolute SsocketID XYZ.X .-12"]
if {Scode != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveAbsolute"
return
}
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 3 400 0.001 0.001"]
if {Scode != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet"
return
}
set code [catch "GroupMoveAbsolute SsocketID XYZ.Y 4"]
if {Scode != 0} {




puts stdout "Moving Y axis towards the Origin"
}
set code [catch "GPIODigitalSet SsocketID GPI03.DO 1 6"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "GPIODigitalSet"
return
}
puts stdout "»» Constant Velocity Feed Drilling for 10 holes, using SACE technology
has been successfully finished"
# Close TCP socket
TCP CloseSocket SsocketID
Name of file: findzero.tcl
Purpose: Program to find zero position (work-piece surface touching at 4 V position)
proc FindZero {socketID Z) {
puts "start FindZero"
upvar $Z Zfinal
puts stdout "Searching for the glass surface until position at 4 V is found"
# Change velocity to slow one
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.2 400 0.001
0.001"]
if {Scode != 0} {




set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet SsocketID
GPI02.ADC1 .ADCLowLimit 4.8 0 0 0 XYZ.Z.SGamma.MotionState 0 0 0 0"]
if {Scode != 0} {




set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationActionSet $socketID XYZ.MoveAbort 0 0
0 0" ]
if{$code!=0} {




set code [catch "EventExtendedStart SsocketlD EvID"]
if {$code != 0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "EventExtendedStart"
return
}
# Start Z motion to touch the glass surface
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Z 5"]
if {Scode I= 0} {
if {Scode = -27} {
puts stdout "Glass surface detected"
} else {
puts stdout "ERROR Glass surface not detected"




# Gets the surface position at 4 V
set code [catch "GroupPositionCurrentGet SsocketlD XYZ.Z Zfinal"]
if {Scode !=0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupPositionCurrentGet"
return
}
set code [catch "EventExtendedRemove SsocketlD SEvID"]
if {Scode !=0} {
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "EventExtendedRemove"
return
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